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Abstract 

Today internet users are using web search engines for complex generic query processing to achieve the day 

to day activities like trip management, budget planning, shopping plan and text similarity etc. To avoid the 

complex generic query management many search engines are using query modulators, to break the main 

query in smaller sub queries to reduce the complexity and to extract the relevant data as results. Some 

search engines also maintain the user level search history customization to help the user by suggesting 

them. To achieve more efficiency in personalized search, in this paper we are introducing dynamic 

clustering in personalized search to assist the user search and to improve the precision of search relevance. 

This clustering is also useful to find result ranking, relevance ratio and result collaboration. Experimental 

results are showing that our approach is having the high precision and recall in terms of search relevance 

and scalable in terms of response time than other approaches. 

Keywords: web mining, personalized search, dynamic query clustering, search history analysis, query 

result processing. 

1. Introduction 

In this decade, internet usage is dramatically 

increased due to the wide availability and 

adoption of customers. Almost every electronic 

device is allows surfing the web to extract the 

useful information by mining various web 

applications. Users are improved from using the 

simple web queries to complex web queries to 

extract the relevant information from web 

environment. Personalized search history is the 

innovative idea to assist web user to write queries 

feasibly with private search suggestions. Most of 

the current search engines like Google and Yahoo 

also following the same tradition, to achieve the 

more accuracy in retrieving result relevance. But  

 

today simple keyword search is unable to retrieve 

the all rigid web data by using simple queries and 

keyword search. As per the search navigation [5, 

6] survey, today simple web search techniques can 

navigate only 60% of web data and this will fails 

to achieve the accuracy with image and video 

data. To accomplish the task achievement sake 

today web navigators are preparing more complex 

queries. For example to navigate the relevant 

information from web to search for complex task 

Health Management which includes check-up 

schedules, health records, disease information, 

hospital locations, medicine usage etc. User 

cannot keep all these relevant queries ina single 
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search query to extract the relevant information. 

In this case some topic relevance search 

implementation is required at web search engine 

level to cluster the relevant data and to display the 

topic relevance information also as result to user. 

This approach will reduce the search burden at 

user level dramatically and helps him to know the 

more relevance information about the complex 

generic queries.        

Personalized search is an emerging technique to 

improve the search result relevance at every user 

level by storing the user search data at web logs as 

private to that user. This new features are useful, 

the manual efforts involved can be disruptive and 

will be untenable as the search history gets longer 

over time. In this paper we are introducing 

dynamic clustering in personalized search to assist 

the user search and to improve the precision of 

search relevance. This clustering is also useful to 

find result ranking, relevance ratio and result 

collaboration. Initially search engines will analyze 

the topic relevance from various search topics to 

cluster all relevant topics and to display them as 

results to the user complex generic query. This 

process also may concentrates on public user 

search topic relevance to migrate with base 

clusters and private clusters of a user. For example 

a user given the complex generic query like health 

management to know the relevant information 

about the human health management, which may 

shows the relevant n results as output. Like that, if 

we consider the more users who are searching for 

the same they may go for some more relevant 

topics means the supportive results. By 

considering all these results for the same query we 

can create a public topic relevance result cluster. 

In another way, we are also targeting at a specific 

user level with personalized search and 

monitoring this user relevance sub topics for the 

same generic query and making this as a private 

topic result relevance cluster to a user. Oncea user 

given the query again our approach will retrieve 

the merge of private and public clusters with a 

predetermined high priority. This approach not 

only suggests the personal relevance, but also 

concentrates on public relevance. Experimental 

results are showing that our approach is having 

the high precision and recall in terms of search 

relevance and scalable in terms of response time 

than other approaches.    

2. Related work 

In this section we discuss the implementation and 

advantages of the personalized search, search 

history and query clusters in detail. 

Personalized Search: Personalized search will 

concentrates at user level to extract the user 

relevant information by mining web applications. 

In this study we concentrated at online web 

mining related to user interest. This search will 

create the separate log file environment for every 

registered user. Initially this will result the public 

results to user search and monitors the user 

interests based on the selected results among the 

published results. Most of the search engines are 

implementing this feature at server side to reduce 

the burden of user. For a given query Q results 

sake first search engine will extract the all 

relevant data results from public perspective, than 

swaps the order of results displaying based on 

personalized search result priority. We can 

implement the personalized search at client side 

and server side to create private search logs for 

each user individually. Client side search [3, 4] is 

having the cookie acceptance problem; 

personalization is applicable from only one single 

machine, global search patterns etc. Server side 

search is also having security, storage and 

maintenance problems. Storing the user personal 

information at server side may create the data 

theft and misuse, Server side we need more 

secondary memory to keep the each user search 

log separately apart from public search logs. 

Search History: Tracking the search history is an 

important aspect for search engine customization 

and personalization. Today all search engines are 

tracking the search history[6, 9] for introducing 

new search mechanisms and improving the 

scalability in existing approaches. In this case we 
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are using the search engine logs to store the 

information at search engine level and these semi 

structured log data will be used to find the interest 

of user by monitoring the search queries. Some 

search engines are supporting the unstructured and 

structured queries both for keyword based search 

at search engine level. Unstructured queries 

example is Google web search and structured web 

search example is Google news in present. In 

search history logs every query, retrieved results, 

results order and selected results are stored in a 

updatable manner. This information is useful in 

terms of calculating result efficiency, relevance 

factor, result ranking, result clustering and interest 

mining etc. 

Query Clusters:  In order to improve the result 

efficiency for a given query, present search 

engines are using the query grouping or clustering 

technique. This clustering will done automatically 

by the time of web search is happening is called as 

dynamic clustering. Dynamic clustering is a 

process of creating the clusters based on topic 

relevance in terms of user search criteria at every 

user level. Each cluster is having a set of 

interrelated queries from the same user and other 

web users to mine the interest of individual web 

user. These clusters will be updated automatically 

as per the user keyword based query search, based 

on specified time periods. There are many 

problems we may encounter by the time of 

clustering are topic relevance, query similarity, 

subject relevance and time line considerations. in 

this paper we are introducing private user search 

history to address all the above problems while 

query clustering. 

3.  Dynamic Query Clustering in Personalized 

Search 

In this paper we are introducing a new mechanism 

to improve the relevance in keyword based web 

search [1, 2] based on web search histories. In our 

terms the relevance means co-existence and topic 

relevance which is an important criterion from 

user interest mining. To achieve this relevance in 

searching we are implemented the given below 

techniques in a passionate manner. Our main goal 

is dynamically clustering the user search queries 

and results based on topic relevance to mine user 

interest.  

Search Relevance Graphs: these graphs are the 

back bones for personalized search to generate the 

user query clustering based on topic relevance. In 

order to get the topic relevance they use to find 

the query reformulation graphs [9] by removing 

the stem words [11] from the given query. If two 

users are given the similar query, our search 

relevance graphs identify the same relevant clicks 

for the given query among multiple users. For 

example, two users are given the two queries like 

"Health Data Management" and "Health Vaults" 

with the same intention to know about how to 

store and manage the personal health records 

online for remote access. In this case search 

engine will display the relevance results for each 

query and the results are shown in fig.1. 

From the above results of two queries we noticed 

that although both queries are same, search engine 

is retrieving the different results for each query at 

least not more than 30% relevance. In order to 

avoid these differences in results we first have to 

find the associate among the given two queries 

with help of search relevance graphs. This search 

relevance graphs will monitor the user clicks for 

given query results at every query level and traces 

them with keyword relevance also. After these 

clicks based information is used to find the 

relevance among the topics at every query of a 

user level. At the end of this process after 

sometime relevant topics will be ready at each 

user level and query level. 
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Fig.1. Topic relevance for given queries. 

Dynamic Query Clustering: After finding the 

topic relevance at user level we have to improve 

the query clustering process based on relevance 

results. To achieve this we create an image for 

each query in the search criteria to represent the 

relevance with other queries also. Query similarity 

vector is used to integrate the all the relevant 

images at a single location for public relevance 

mining. This vector stores the query relevance 

percentage about each query and supports to find 

the similarity at end. This vector will add the user 

clicks to search relevance to find the relevance 

percentage while searching the data by user. For 

example the given query q1 to create the 

relevance group g1 based on the topic relevance 

factor r1 with number of clicks cn. To cluster this 

query in real implementation as cluster c1 = 

{((q1,g1)*r1),((q2,g2)*r2),. . . ((qn,gn*rn)} with 

R> = 1, is the way to create the cluster. After this 

for every click on search result will improve the 

relevance percentage, which is proportional to 

number of clicks by user. This process will 

continue with every query dynamically to create 

multiple query relevance clusters to hold the top 

relevant results from user clicks. 

After creation of clusters from v1 to vn we have to 

insert the recorded queries as optimal values to 

that cluster group and sort them by relevance 

percentage, which is obtained from search 

relevance graphs [7]. We set the minimum 

relevance threshold as 78% based on the relevance 

ration calculations from the above calculations. 

Increasing the threshold value is caused to add 

more irrelevant information to results and 

decreasing the threshold value is caused to remove 

the relevant results from cluster. In this case our 

approach can finds the very much associate with 

respect to relevance factor of clusters and finds 

the matches among all user's query cluster 

relevance ratio with all other user's clusters. 

Finally this is an integrated environment which 

finds the topic similarity [8], results retrieval 

relevance at a single scoped location of search 

engine. This process does not require any external 

hard ware except to maintain user level search 

logs, which are a part of every search engine 

today like Google and Yahoo. 

4. Experiments 

 In this section, we explore the experiments of our 

work and performance of our results in an 

experimental manner. For this operation, we 

considered some complex queries like trip 

planning, personal health data management and 

budget planning etc. we created some users and 

their private accounts to monitor the user search 

personalization at every user account level. We 

continued this process for three weeks to analyze 

the search relevance and dynamic clustering 

mechanism. In this period of testing time we 

created query clusters for each user query and 

monitors the relevance updates in every possible 

level. In this case, finally we created 4 groups to 

implement dynamic cluster mechanism to mine 

the user interest as shown in Table 1. To test this 

approach we used a Linux based intranet 

university server for three months of time. Total 

500 of college students were participated in this 

experimental research and every search query is 

addressed through proxy server.  
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Table1. Precision values comparison for four 

clusters 

In order to evaluate the relevance in web search 

results based on dynamic clustering mechanism, 

we had taken precision [10] and recall [11] as the 

measurements. Precision will gives the relevance 

result ratio based on retrieved number of results 

and relevant results as shown below.  

Relevant results = (Retrieved results ∩ Relevant 

results)/ Retrieved results 

Unless the textual comparison of results we find 

the result relevance based on user clicks for the 

selected result option. We deployed a monitoring 

program to count the user clicks for a given query 

and to bind the query with relevant results. This 

process also concentrates on all users search 

history to find similarity in query result selection 

to improve the topic relevance and to construct 

more reliable clusters as shown in below fig.2.  

 

Fig.2. Search query relevance comparison with 

similarity threshold and other approaches 

From the above diagram it is clear that our 

approach achieved the more similarity and high 

relevance ration (precision) than other approaches 

like Jaccrd [11], Levenshtein[12] and CoR [13]. 

Our approach Dynamic Search Query Clustering 

[DSQC] is having high relevance ration under all 

circumstances with other approach threshold 

levels.    

5. Conclusion 

 Today search engines are moving towards 

personalized search at user level to mine user 

interest in a smart way and in short time. Query 

clustering is an important concern to improve the 

result relevance in personalized search. Up to now 

some researches were concentrated on query 

clustering in personalized search criteria. Topic 

relevance is a primary concern to success in query 

clustering which is not separately measured yet. In 

this paper we are introducing dynamic clustering 

in personalized search to assist the user search and 

to improve the precision of search relevance. To 

find the topic relevance cluster we are using 

search relevance graphs in this research area to 

assist the user search intention mining. This 

clustering is also useful to find result ranking, 

relevance ratio and result collaboration. 

Experimental results are showing that our 

approach is having the high precision and recall in 

terms of search relevance and scalable in terms of 

response time than other approaches. 
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